Abstract: Classical Turkish music is essentially vocal in nature, and a large portion of its lyrics is taken from Ottoman dîvân literature. The primary prosodic meter used in dîvân is arûz, whereas the musical meter utilized in classical Turkish music is usûl. This study investigates the relationships between the large rhythmic patterns (usûl ) and the prosodic meters (arûz) utilized in the beste form of classical Turkish music. In an analysis of 466 beste, a relationship was found between each usûl and arûz meter, but an even stronger concordance was discovered between each usûl and a class of arûz patterns called bahir. Thus, this research establishes that, rather than thinking in terms of an arûz-usûl relationship, it is more appropriate to emphasize a bahir-usûl relationship within the beste form. The results of this study confirm the existence of this relationship, which was hypothesized by Tanrıkorur to exist in the beste form (1990:6).
Introduction
Even though it has been a matter of scholarly interest over the course of several centuries, the concordance between the musical meter of classical Turkish music (the rhythmic pattern called usûl ) and the prosodic meter of dîvân literature (called arûz) has not been thoroughly investigated. In the sixteenthcentury texts Mīzānu'l-Awzān, by Ali Shīr Nevāī (1441-1501), and Risāle-i Arûz, by Bābur Shāh (1483-1530), the two scholars note that certain forms of musical compositions were already at that time associated with specific patterns of arûz.
2 At the beginning of the twentieth century, several papers attempted to document a relationship between the different patterns of arûz and usûl. 3 Although H. Sadeddin Arel (1880 Arel ( -1955 , one of the leading modern scholars of Turkish music, denies any relationship between arûz and usûl, an investigation by Cinuçen Tanrıkorur (1990 Tanrıkorur ( , 1996 of approximately six hundred vocal compositions in ağırsemâî, yürüksemâî, and şarkı forms ''contradicts Arel's assertion, finding overwhelming evidence that composers tend to set a specific prosodic meter to a structurally related musical meter' ' (1990:1) . Tanrıkorur's (1990:6) study, which only considered minor rhythmic cycles (small usûl or küçük usûl, e.g., devrihindî, müsemmen), concluded with a speculation that ''if a study were to be done on the vocal compositions in the beste form of classical Turkish music, it would most probably prove that the major rhythmic cycles used in the composition of this form would also be related to the prosodic meters of their texts.'' Recently, Tanrıkorur's student Başak İlhan (2003) conducted a detailed study to investigate the minor rhythmic cycles of 4,037 compositions and obtained results similar to those of Tanrıkorur.
Building on Tanrıkorur's proposition, the aim of the present study is to investigate the possible relationship between the usûl and the arûz patterns of the lyrics used in the beste form within classical Turkish music. For this purpose, the prosodic meters of the lyrics and musical rhythmic patterns of 466 beste composed by various authors were examined.
The Arûz Meter Andrews (1976:14) states that ''one of the essential elements of poetical speech is rhythm, and one of the requisites of traditional Islamic poetry is that the rhythm be regularly repeated.'' In the Islamic world, arûz, a word originating from Arabic, is the name given to the poetic prosodic meter. The science of arûz (ilm'ül-arûz) is a system of the analysis and classification of Arabic prosody originally developed by the eighth-century philologist al-Halil ibn Ahmad. The Persians and Ottoman Turks also adopted the arûz, later modifying it to suit the needs of their languages. The first example of the usage of Turkish arûz is seen in the text called Kutadgu Bilig (The Knowledge of Happiness) by Yusuf Hass Hājib, which dates to the eleventh century.
Arûz is based on the alternation of short and long syllables (which will henceforth be denoted by ''•'' and ''-,'' respectively) . More specifically, the basic building blocks of arûz are word patterns called taf 'ila. These patterns are formed by the variations of the root word fa'ala. 4 In Turkish arûz, there are various taf 'ila with a number of syllables ranging from 1 to 5 (e.g., fâ [-] 
, feûl [• -], feilün [• --], fâilâtün [-• --], müstef 'ilâtün [--• --]
). An arûz pattern is the prosodic unit used in a verse line and is formed by a combination of various taf 'ila. Consider, for example, the pattern fâilâtün fâilâtün fâilâtün fâilün
, which is composed of four taf 'ilas, namely three fâilâtün (-• --) and one fâilün (-• -). The following example, taken from Andrews (1976:15) , demonstrates how the two lines of a poem written by Necātī (?-1509) fit into this pattern:
Mey ve sī her / şī ve nin lut / fiy le bus tā / nın da dır Fit ne sī ā / hir za mā nın / çeş mi fet tā / nın da dır -• --/ -• --/ -• --/ -• -(Andrews' translation of these two lines is as follows:
The fruit of every blandishment is, with its benevolence, in thy garden. The seductions of the end of time are in thy beguiling eye.)
A class of arûz patterns composed of similar taf 'ila is called a bahir. Sixteen bahir have been identified in Arabic arûz, which include a total of sixty-seven arûz patterns (Banarlı 1998:155) . Some bahir used in Turkish arûz, along with the most common patterns belonging to each bahir, are given in Table 1 (Devellioğlu 1999:66) .
The Usûl in Classical Turkish Music
An usûl can be defined as a rhythmical cycle with a specific measure consisting of a sequence of beats of varying durations and pitches. According to their pitches, each beat can either be specified to be heavy (represented with a düm), or moderate or light (represented by different mnemonic terms such as tek, te ke, tek kâ, according to the pitch level). In this study, I will use d to denote the heavy beats and t to denote the ones in the moderate and light categories.
The major usûl (with simplified abbreviations) encountered during this analysis are given in Table 2 . All the usûl are taken from Ungay (1981) , with the exception of lenkfahte, which was suggested by Tanrıkorur (1999) . The time signature for each usûl is also given under the name of that usûl. Each usûl is represented as a single line of a sequence of beats of varying durations and pitch, where the pitch of each beat is indicated with the letter d or t written underneath. This specific feature of pitch variations in the usûl distinguishes it from simple rhythmical cycles. In fact, there exist different usûl with exactly the same number of time-units in a measure, varying only with respect to the duration and pitches of the beats of which they are composed (see, for example, the 28-time-unit usûl devr-i Kebîr, remel, and frengî fer in Table 2 ). In the system devised by Arel and his colleagues, the usûl are classified as either being minor (those with 15 time-units or less) or major (those with 16 time-units or more). Minor usûl are most often used to compose small musical forms such as yürüksemâî, ağırsemâî and şarkı, whereas major usûl are generally employed in larger forms such as kâr or beste. These definitions of usage, however, are not strictly adhered to and there can always be some exceptions (e.g., the 10-timeunit minor usûl lenkfahte was also used in composing the large beste form).
The Beste Form in Classical Turkish Music
Beste, a Persian word meaning ''tied,'' is the name given to a type of composition that is part of the Turkish classical music's fasıl format. A fasıl is a suite that starts with an instrumental form called peşrev, followed by the four vocal forms Table 1 . Some common bahirs and patterns used in Turkish arûz
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called kâr, beste, ağırsemâî, and yürüksemâî 5 and ending with the instrumental form called sazsemâî. Together with the semâ'î, the beste is one of the dominant forms of the fasıl, its lyrics taken from the ''gazel and murabba poetry 6 of the Ottoman Turkish language'' (Feldman 1996:182) , and it is most often measured using major rhythmic cycles. The general structure of the beste form can be schematized as follows,
where A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 represent the first, second, and fourth lines of the lyrics, respectively. These three lines always have the same melodic structure in the beste form and they are referred to as the zemin. B represents the third line of the lyrics and is composed with a different melodic structure than that of the zemin. In this section, called miyân, modulations (known as geçki ) to different makam are usually made. T 1 and T 2 represent terennüm. A terennüm is a group of words (or in some instances lines of text), with or without a meaning, introduced by the composer to accompany the lyrics being composed. A beste may include short terennüm, such as âh (alas!), ey (oh!), yâr (darling), cânım (my soul), ömrüm (my life), as well as longer poem-like terennüm, with both types written by the composer. 
Arûz-Usûl Relationships
Tanrıkorur argues that ''the syllabic structure of the Turkish language created by the alternation of long and short syllables is reflected harmoniously in the musical compositions in a similar manner by the long and short beats of the usûls'' (Tanrıkorur 1990:4) . This statement establishes a basis by which we might understand the arûz-usûl relationship in various compositional forms of classical Turkish music. In turn, recognition of this relationship helps to assure that lyrics are composed with attention to the correct prosody, that is, each short or long syllable in the lyrics has an assigned beat proportional to its length. To give the reader an idea of how this is accomplished, I provide the following example, which demonstrates the concordance between the two verses of Necātī previously presented and two of the minor rhythmic cycles used in Turkish music, namely the seven-beat devrihindî (♩♩♩ ) and the eightbeat müsemmen (♩ ♩♩ ), in Tables 3a and 3b , respectively. The reader should notice in these two tables that a single usûl corresponds to a single taf 'ila and that each verse requires the same number of usûl as the number of taf 'ila that make up the pattern. However, this may not always be the case. A detailed treatment of concordance issues relating to minor rhythmic cycles can be found in Tanrıkorur (1990 Tanrıkorur ( , 1996 . Although the same relationships do not Table 3B . The eight beat müsemmen
şī ve nin lut fiy le bus tā nın da dır g fit ne sī ā hir za mā nın çeş mi fet tā nın da dır g -
completely hold in the case of major rhythmic cycles, there exist parallel relationships. The following section investigates how these relationships manifest themselves in beste.
Analysis and Results Concerning Arûz-Usûl Relationships
For this study, 466 beste from the Turkish classical music repertoire whose melodies have survived 8 from the late seventeenth century to the present provide the data for analysis. Although there exist other forms, such as kâr and ilâhî (hymn), which can also be measured using major rhythmic cycles, only the beste form has been considered here, as major rhythmic cycles typically characterize themselves more structurally in the beste form than in these other forms. Two main sources for compositions to be studied are those gathered by Kip (1989) and an electronic database, TME 2.0, which includes over 15,000 pieces from the classical Turkish music repertoire. To undertake this analysis, the arûz patterns of all the lyrics of the 466 compositions were determined and sorted according to their corresponding usûl.
In this study, I treat the beste repertoire between the late seventeenth century and the twenty-first century as unchanging in its rhythmic structure. It has been suggested by Wright (1988) that these centuries might have witnessed a process of change in classical Turkish music in terms of its rhythmic cycles. His study investigates a group of peşrev belonging to the seventeenth century, in which he concludes a ''process of gradual amplification, necessarily accompanied by a reduction in speed of performance'' seems to have occurred from the early seventeenth century up to the mid-nineteenth century. Nevertheless, he indicates that ''other sections of the repertoire may have been affected by similar processes, but its complex history precludes general conclusions at this stage'' (Wright 1988:1) . Thus, the kind of possible transformation (if any) that the vocal compositions, and specifically the beste form, may have undergone remains an unresolved area needing further investigation. The repertoire considered in our study does not include early beste examples that significantly differ from the ones composed in later centuries. In fact, for example, one of the earliest beste examples considered in this study, composed by Itrî (1638 Itrî ( ?-1712 in the makam pençgâh and usûl çenber, even after a period of more than 150 years, does not seem to significantly differ, in relation to the usûl structure, from the beste in the makam hicazkâr and usûl çenber composed by Zekâi Dede (1825-1897). Consequently, one might conclude that the beste structure that existed during and after the eighteenth century had already been fixed in form by the late seventeenth or early eighteenth centuries.
In the next section, the results of the analysis are presented in two parts, in which the first presents the type of arûz patterns preferred for a specific usûl and the second presents usûl that are frequently chosen for a specific arûz pattern.
Arûz patterns preferred for each usûl
The first part of the results presented in Table 4 presents the frequencies of specific arûz patterns preferred for each usûl. In the table, the first column presents all the usûl encountered during the analysis, while the second presents the frequency of the appearance of each usûl in the entire repertoire under investigation. These values also give an idea of the approximate frequency of appearance of the major rhythmic cycles used in classical Turkish music. From these results it can be determined that the usûl most often preferred for the beste form are hafîf, çenber, devr-i kebîr, and muhammes. This table also presents the preferred arûz patterns for each usûl. The percentage of each arûz pattern that is preferred for each specific usûl is indicated after the abbreviation of the pattern itself. The patterns are presented in decreasing order of percentages.
These results suggest that each of the following usûl have a significant correspondence (greater than 50%) with a particular arûz pattern: lenkfahte, çenber, evsat, frengîfer, devr-i kebîr, remel, sakîl, muhammes, fer, hâvî, and darb-ı fetih. On the other hand, there are other usûl for which there exist no significant correspondence patterns, namely hafîf, fahte, and berefşan. One interesting observation from these results is that the usûl nim devir strictly employs a single arûz pattern in all of the beste studied, namely that of 4MFÂÎ.
These findings, however, suggest an even stronger relationship between usûl and the bahir, a more general class of arûz patterns. Table 4 shows that the Table 4 .
Usûl-Arûz Relationships
Percentages (%) I II III IV U s û l % P a t t e r n % P a t t e r n % P a t t e r n % P a t t e r n % H FÂ MEF usûl çenber employs the arûz patterns fâilâtün fâilâtün fâilâtün fâilün and feilâ-tün feilâtün feilâtün feilün with frequencies of 69.69% and 13.13%, respectively. Now, if one recalls that both of these patterns are in the remel bahir, one might then conclude that approximately 83% of the lyrics in the remel bahir are composed using çenber, which is a much stronger relationship than was the arûz-usûl one just described. This conclusion leads to the results given in Table 5 , which illustrates specific bahir-usûl relationships. As Table 5 demonstrates, there indeed exists a correspondence between bahir and usûl, one that is clearly stronger than is the arûz-usûl correspondence. In terms of the lyrics used in beste, Table 5 also suggests that remel and hezec are the preferred bahir.
Usûl preferred for each arûz pattern
The second part of the results presents the frequencies of usûl used with each arûz pattern in regard to the whole repertoire under investigation. In this section, in addition to the results, I provide actual examples from the repertoire demonstrating these specific relationships. The results of the usûl-arûz correspondences are presented in Table 6 . In this table, the first column presents the bahir of the arûz patterns given in the second column. The third column presents the percentage of frequency of the arûz pattern encountered in the repertoire under consideration. According to this table, FÂ3 is the most preferred pattern (approximately 45% of the time), followed by MEF (approximately 17% of the time) and FE3 (approximately 11% of the time) for the lyrics of the beste repertoire. The fourth through the ninth columns of the table present, in decreasing order of frequency, specific usûl preferred for each pattern. For example, observe that the preferred usûl for the pattern FÂ3 is çenber (C; seen about 33% of the time), which is followed by the usûl devr-i kebîr (DK), hafîf (H), and muhammes (M). In the table, ''Other'' refers to the group of usûl that have no significant relationship with the corresponding arûz pattern.
The following examples of actual lyrics and usûl taken from the beste repertoire under investigation supplement the results given in Table 6 . The examples are subdivided with respect to the arûz pattern: for each pattern, several examples appear for each of the usûl used. The examples include the name and shorthand for the corresponding usûl, the first line of the lyrics composed, and the name of the composer. As the preceding results show, the patterns most often used in the beste form are FÂ3, FE3, and MEF, with percentages of 45.06, 11.37, and 17.17, respectively. Also remarkable is the observation that lenkfahte usûl strictly employs a single arûz pattern, namely that of MSTEF'LN.
Examples of Arûz-Usûl Concordance for the Beste Form
The main purpose of this article is to investigate whether there exists a relationship between major usûl and arûz patterns. However, I would also like to provide some examples chosen from the ones studied in the previous section to give the reader an idea of how an arûz pattern fits an usûl. These examples include various beste using five usûl-lenkfahte, devr-i kebîr, remel, nim devir, and çenber-whose lyrics are written with the arûz patterns MSTEF'LN, FÂ3, MEF, 4MFÂI, and FÂ3, respectively. The first example considers two beste composed using the usûl lenkfahte, whose lyrics were written using the arûz pattern MSTEF'LN. This arûz pattern was previously shown to be the only pattern used with this usûl. Two compositions from the classical repertoire measured with this usûl are shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , D stands for the composition of İsmâil Dede in the makam Şehnâz-Bûselik and Z stands for the composition of Zekâî Dede in the makam Acem. Only the melody of the first line of the lyrics has been included in this example. One observation that can be made from this example is that both compositions use four usûl for a single line of the lyric. More importantly, as can clearly be seen from this example, each syllable of both of the lyrics corresponds to the same beat of the usûl in both pieces. To demonstrate this relationship more clearly, I show in Figure 2 how the arûz pattern MSTEF'LN is used with the usûl lenkfahte in this example. As the figure shows, the notes above the line denote the main beats of the usûl lenkfahte and the ones below the line specify where exactly the syllables are located in the composition, with respect to the beats of the usûl. The scheme given in Figure 2 indicates that both compositions start with the terennüm ''Âh'' in the first beat. The remaining parts show the one-to-one correspondence of each syllable to a specific beat of the usûl. For example, the second beat of the usûl in both pieces corresponds to Mef, that is, to the first syllable of the taf 'ila ''Mef 'ûlü'' of the arûz pattern Mef 'ûlü fâilâtün mef 'ûlü fâilâtün. In addition, the first usûl on a single line of lyrics corresponds to ''mef 'ûlü fâ,'' the second to ''i lâ tün,'' the third to ''mef 'ûlü fâ,'' and the last one to ''i lâ tün.'' This observation indicates that each usûl need not necessarily correspond to a taf 'ila, but rather each syllable Figure 2 . Concordance of pattern MSTEF'LN with Lenkfahte of a taf 'ila corresponds to a specific beat of the usûl. Note how the correspondence remains the same for both compositions, even though they belong to two different composers.
The second example, given in Figure 3 , demonstrates how the usûl devr-i kebîr and the arûz pattern FÂ3 are used together in two compositions by Zekâî Dede in the makam Bayâtî (denoted by Z) and by Dilhayat Kalfa in the makam Mâhur (denoted by DH).
A similar study of Figure 3 shows that each composition employs a single usûl for a single line of the lyric. Moreover, the syllables of each line are used with the same beat of the usûl in both compositions. Thus, exactly the same arûz-usûl concordance holds for two different composers who lived almost a century apart from each other. To fill out this example, Figure 4 demonstrates how the devr-i kebîr usûl is used with the arûz pattern FÂ3. It is demonstrated in Figure 4 that a single line of lyrics written in the pattern FÂ3 is composed using two usûl, where the first usûl corresponds to the ''fâilâtün fâilâtün'' and the second one corresponds to the remaining taf 'ila of the pattern, namely ''fâi-lâtün fâilün.''
The third example, given in Figure 5 , shows two beste composed using the usûl remel and their corresponding lyrics written using the arûz pattern MEF. These compositions belong to İsmâil Dede, composed in the makam Bûselik, and to Nâlizâde Ali Dede (?-1735?), composed in the makam Şehnâz-Bûselik, denoted by D and N, respectively. This example also demonstrates how the relationship between remel and MEF holds in exactly the same manner for two different compositions by two different composers. Figure 6 demonstrates the relationship between remel and MEF for this example. This figure shows that only a single usûl is used to compose a single line of the lyrics written in the pattern MEF. The last two examples are of the usûl nim devir and çenber, composed with lyrics written in the arûz patterns 4MFÂI and FÂ3, respectively. I do not provide the scores of the pieces but focus rather on the specific correspondence of each usûl with the specific arûz pattern. The first example includes two compositions by Nazîm Efendi (1650?-1727) in the makam Bayâtî and by Mehmed Ağa in the makam Sultânî-Irak. Figure 7 demonstrates the specific relationship. Figure 3 . Two beste examples composed using Devr-i Kebîr As can be seen from Figure 7 , both compositions start with the terennüm ''Yâr.'' Due to the length of the musical melody, some syllables (indicated in parentheses) are also repeated in the composition. Each line of the lyrics, written in the pattern 4MFÂI, is composed using four usûl, and in this example each usûl is only used with a single taf 'ila, namely the mefâîlün. The words written in parentheses at the end of each line, such as aman, ey vây, and ömrüm aman, are the terennüm. Although different compositions use different words for a terennüm, the main observation here is that they are located in exactly the same places, that is, in the four beats at the end of the usûl. A similar situation can also be seen in the example given in Figure 8 for çenber, composed with the arûz pattern FÂ3. Two compositions are given, attributed to Zaharya and III. Selim, composed in the makam Segâh and Pesendîde, respectively. Here, each Figure 4 . Concordance of pattern FÂ3 with Devr-i Kebîr Figure 5 . Two beste examples composed using Remel line of the lyrics is composed using two usûl, and each line either starts with the terennüm ''âh'' or with a repetition of a previously used syllable. Note again that each usûl ends with a terennüm in the last four beats, namely ''yâr ey'' and ''ömrüm cânım.'' These examples are not, of course, the only examples that can be given for the usûl-arûz relationship. The aim here is to demonstrate specific relationships that have remained the same even though the pieces were composed by would like to emphasize that the relationships given in the examples above should not be considered as the only way to use a specific usûl with an arûz pattern. The reader will appreciate that the composer is always free to compose any kind of lyric with any pattern, as long as the prosodic rules are respected. Nevertheless, what I want to emphasize here is that there is indeed a tendency to rely on specific arûz-usûl relationships in composing classical Turkish music, and I have tried to provide here the ones that are most commonly used.
Connections with the Dîvân Literature
As has been previously indicated by Feldman (1996) , the beste composition employs the gazel and murabba forms of dîvân poetry for its lyrics. In this study, I also aim at investigating whether there are any connections between the preferred selection of arûz patterns used in the beste form and the arûz patterns used in dîvân, 10 since the latter were the main sources of the lyrics used in the compositions of the beste. To accomplish this, I compare the results of our analysis presented in the previous section with İpekten's (1999:344-7 ) and İsen's (1997:443-52) previous results on the frequencies of arûz patterns used in dîvân. The results of this comparison appear in Table 7 . The results given in Table 7 clearly indicate that the proportions of arûz patterns used both in dîvân and beste are strongly related. More specifically, it is clear that FÂ3 is the pattern most often used in both sources, while FE2, MEF, MEF'LÂT, and 224MFÂÎ are also frequently used. If the results presented in Table 7 are presented in terms of the bahir of the lyrics, a more obvious relationship can be observed, which is presented in Figure 9 . Figure 9 reveals that the most preferred bahir is remel, both for the lyrics of the beste and the poems written in the dîvân. This bahir is followed by the bahir hezec and muzârî. Based on these results, it may be asserted that the texts composed in beste form are indeed taken from the dîvân, thus demonstrating the form's strong connection with dîvân literature. In fact, these numerical results 
Conclusions
In this study, I have attempted to investigate the relationships between the arûz patterns and usûl used in the beste form of classical Turkish music. The results indicate that there indeed is a relationship between each usûl and arûz meter, but that an even stronger concordance exists between usûl and bahir in the beste form. It can also be concluded that there exist specific arûz patterns and even bahir for each major rhythmic cycle (usûl ). It has been generally accepted in Turkish musical circles that a composer starts off with a poem whose arûz pattern determines the usûl and musical form in which it will be composed. However, the results of the present study provide evidence that if a beste form is to be composed, the composer may first decide on the usûl of the composition and then search for a poem with a suitable corresponding arûz pattern. For example, if a composer wants to use the usûl devr-i kebîr in his beste, then it is appropriate to use either FÂ3 or FE3 arûz-patterned poems, which have been the most often used patterns for this specific usûl. Going one step further, it can be said from our results that, due to the high percentage of usage, this composer should choose a pattern from the remel bahir to compose his beste.
However, I believe that this issue requires more detailed study and should be investigated in further research. The results of this study also confirm the well-known fact that the lyrics of beste compositions are taken directly from dîvân poetry. The fact that arûz is rarely used in contemporary Turkish poetry 11 may explain why there has been a decline of the usage of musical forms that depend on the arûz patterns of dîvân poetry (such as kâr and beste) in modern times by Turkish composers.
Another interesting issue that may be raised based on the results of this study is that classical Turkish music may have directly influenced Ottoman dîvân poetry. More specifically, poets may have preferred to write their poems in arûz patterns and/or bahir that were most frequently chosen as lyrics by classical Turkish music composers. This conjecture may explain why some bahir (such as remel ) are used more extensively and some bahir (such as hafîf and kâmil ) are very rarely used in dîvân poetry, as is demonstrated in Table 7 and Figure 1 . There indeed exists a study relating to this issue by Feldman (1987) , who tried to investigate the connections between the Ottoman gazel and classical Turkish music.
Compared with the results of Tanrıkorur (1990:5-6) , where strong relations between the arûz meters and small usûl were obtained, my analysis has revealed a weaker relationship between large usûl and arûz patterns. One reason for this contrast may be that bigger usûl are capable of incorporating several arûz patterns, since they are longer in time-units and consist of more beats as compared to those of smaller usûl. However, my results suggest a more general relationship; hence, it would be reasonable to speak of a bahir-usûl relationship for large usûl used in the beste form, rather than a more specific arûz-usûl concordance.
In this study, the repertoire investigated includes only musical compositions that have survived to our present time. One extension to this research may be to analyze a larger repertoire of beste, which would include those for which only the lyrics exist. These can be found in the many existing lyrics collections (güfte mecmû'ası). However, although it may provide more definite proportions for the arûz-usûl concordance, I do not believe that the results of such an investigation would significantly alter the results of the present study.
Bilkent University, Ankara

Notes
This study is dedicated to the memory of my teacher, Cinuçen Tanrıkorur (1938 -2000 , the famous Turkish composer, oud player, and researcher of classical Turkish music, who completed some of the initial studies establishing the concordance between arûz and usûl.
1 I would like to thank the two reviewers whose comments helped greatly in the improvement of the presentation of this article, and especially the second referee, who pointed out the influence of music on Ottoman poetry, which is briefly discussed in the last section of the text. I would also like to express my deepest gratitude to the poet Mehmet T. Yarar and to Professor Mustafa İsen for their valuable suggestions during the preparation of this text; to Peter Manuel for his comments on the first draft; to Bârihüdâ Tanrıkorur for her very careful reading and corrections of the final draft and to Başak İlhan for drawing figures 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8 and sharing her knowledge of the subject.
2 Mīzānu'l-Awzān is a text explaining arûz and different poetic forms such as tuyuğ, koşuk, mahabbetnâme, çenge, and türkî, which were used in Chagatai Turkish literature. Risāle-i Arûz is another text about arûz, written after Mīzānu'l-Awzān and containing more information about the poetic forms used in Chagatai Turkish Literature.
3 See the preface written by Murat Bardakçı of Arel's Prozodi Dersleri (1992:7-13) . He mentions that these studies begin with that of Enis Behic in issue number 86 of Şehbal, a musicology journal edited by the Turkish theorist H. Sadeddin Arel.
4 See Andrews (1976:20-3) for the explanations of these variations and the formation of taf 'ila.
5 In short, kâr is a compositional form, without a specific structure but rather freely composed, in which the composer solely determines the structure of the composition. It employs any kind of poem and can be composed using any type of usûl. However, it must include a terennüm, as this is one of the most vital parts of the kâr form. Ağırsemâî and yürüksemâî are other compositional forms that are similar in structure in that both employ gazel or murabba poetry, but the former is always composed with one of the usûl called aksaksemâî or senginsemâî, whereas the latter without any exceptions is always composed in the usûl yürüksemâî. The reader may refer to Feldman (1996:180-6 ) for a thorough discussion of the fasıl format.
6 Gazel is a poetic form composed of 5 to 15 couplets, where the first couplet is rhymed and the second lines of the remaining couplets also have this same rhyme: aa, ba, ca, etc. Murabbâ is a similar form, but composed of either four lines where all lines have the same rhyme, or multiple four-lined blocks where the fourth line of each remaining block has the same rhyme with the first four-line block: aaaa, bbba, ccca, etc.
7 For an excellent introduction to the topic of terennüm, the reader is referred to Tanrıkorur (1991, 1998) .
8 Since the usage of any kind of a notation arises rarely in the history of classical Turkish music, many of the old compositions have been lost, with their lyrics being the only part that has survived to the present time.
9 The reason for giving only the first line of the lyrics of each beste is to refer to the composition of the corresponding composer. As indicated previously, these lyrics are taken from Ottoman dîvân poetry. Although the meanings of these lyrics are not relevant to our arûz-usûl analysis, I present here a few examples to provide the reader with an idea of the meaning of the lyrics. For a full Ottoman Turkish to English translation of
